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2Abstract
The world has changed significantly in the past few years with an increasing thrust towards the 
use of digital information. Every kind of application domain has found reasons to use digital 
information sources extensively. As a result, different types of data representation models or 
schemas have been developed. This poses a problem when there is a need for data integration
from several sources. Diverse representations must be merged in order to create a single global 
representation. Hence there is a need for schema mapping tools that will enable amalgamation of 
heterogeneous data representations. That goal is difficult to achieve today since existing schema 
mapping tools are domain unaware. SchemaMapper, a new tool we have developed, tries to be 
domain aware and hence help speed up the schema mapping process. Further, it supports
visualization of the mapping process by using a hyperbolic tree representation. This has not been 
used before in the context of schema mapping. Although the primary motivation for 
SchemaMapper comes from ETANA-DL (a digital library to promote integration of information 
and services from diverse archaeological sites), it can potentially be used in any other similar 
domains in the future, or further extended for different types of schema mappings. This report 
describes in detail the prototype developed for exploring the feasibility of such a tool, providing
architecture and implementation details. Experiments were conducted to evaluate SchemaMapper 
and the initial results have been very encouraging. All the schemas used during the evaluation 
process were real life examples taken from ETANA-DL. Analysis of the evaluation results 
suggests that domain awareness is extremely useful for the schema mapping process. Also, the 
linear tree representation of schemas which existing tools use appears to have inherent 
disadvantages which need to be overcome in order to make the process more effective. 
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41. Introduction
1.1 Background
ETANA-DL is an archaeological digital library that is supported by ongoing NSF funded work 
involving the Digital Library Research Laboratory at Virginia Tech, headed by Dr. Edward A.
Fox, in collaboration with several other universities. ETANA integrates archaeological data from 
several sites into a central repository and provides a web interface for archaeologists (and other 
interested parties) with many features related to exploration of archaeological information. The 
data format from different sites is represented using XML schemas and various database schemas. 
Data in the global repository has only an XML schema representation. Hence there is a need for a 
schema mapping tool that will enable mapping of local schemas to the global XML schema so 
that data from the local sites can be easily ported to the global repository, stored in the global data 
format, and made available through the ETANA web interface.
1.2 Motivation
1.2.1 ETANA-DL
Currently, the integration process of merging the local data from various archaeology sites into 
the global repository is being handled through programming. It is very time consuming to write a 
specific piece of code for every new site to be integrated into ETANA-DL. It is primarily for this 
purpose that an intelligent, domain-aware schema mapping tool is being developed so that the 
mapping process can not only be made easier but also quicker. In order to understand the problem 
at hand, let us consider Figure 1 that illustrates the architecture of ETANA-DL:
Figure 1: ETANA-DL Architecture
The “Union Catalog”, shown in the above figure, is a repository that contains all the data from 
various archaeological information sources. Currently, the Union Catalog contains data from six 
different sites, namely, Nimrin, Lahav, Umayri, Madaba, Tell-Mozan, and BD Cemetery. Data in 
Nimrin and Lahav are stored in relational database format, Umayri in tab-delimited text files, 
while Mozan and BD Cemetery use XML representations. In order to harvest data from all these 
5heterogeneous information sources into a central Union Catalog, mapping must be performed 
between the schema for each individual site and the central schema. The “Data Mapping 
Component” shown in Figure 1 consists of components that perform this mapping, developed
through programming. However, this results in different pieces of code written for each new site 
to be integrated into ETANA. Therefore, a visual schema mapping tool is essential in order to 
save time, mitigate the mapping process, and also avoid programming errors. An added advantage 
of a visual tool is that it does not require the person doing the mapping to be a programmer. A 
maintainer of such a digital library can use the tool to prepare to harvest the data from new sites.
1.2.2 Existing tools
Several commercial tools are available for the purpose of schema mapping. Such tools have 
certain issues, some of which have been identified below. Shown in Figure 2 is a screenshot 
illustrating one such tool, called MapForce™, developed and commercially marketed by Altova®. 
Figure 2: Screen shot of MapForce
One main issue is the use of lines to represent mappings. The lines going across from one schema 
to another to indicate mapped nodes make it harder to distinguish between mapped and unmapped 
nodes, especially when the number of nodes being mapped is very large. SchemaMapper attempts 
to deviate from the line-drawing approach to indicate mappings, as will be described in later 
sections.
6Another disadvantage of MapForce is that it does not allow editing of schemas directly. One has 
to make use of a different schema editing tool and then reopen the schema in MapForce in order 
to continue mapping. SchemaMapper will allow editing of schemas from within the tool. 
Also, the amount of information that can be visually represented in existing schema mapping 
tools is not extensive because they all use a linear tree representation to show the schema 
hierarchies. As a result, a lot of scrolling is required in order to find nodes in the schema, which 
can become very irritating to the user. SchemaMapper employs a hyperbolic tree approach for 
visualizing the schemas, therefore giving a better overview and showing more data on the screen.
This is helpful, especially for large schema.
Yet another motivating factor for this tool is the lack of domain awareness in currently available 
software programs. None of the schema mapping tools available today knows anything about the 
domain to which the schemas belong. SchemaMapper attempts to be domain aware and makes 
recommendations to the user for what the possible matches are for a particular node in the local 
schema. This can help speed up the mapping process for the user.
The process of schema mapping is a challenging problem. Although existing tools provide several 
features, an attempt must be made to address the concerns above as well as others and to strive 
for a quality tool that is not only better at representing the process visually but is also domain 
aware and efficient. Although the primary motivation for SchemaMapper results directly from 
ETANA-DL, the lack or disadvantages of features in existing tools as described above makes a 
strong case for developing such a tool that can be more broadly deployed too.
72. Design
2.1 Architecture
Conceptually, the architecture of SchemaMapper is divided into four main components which 
are: Visualization component, Recommendation component, Mapping component, and Data 
generation component. Figure 3 provides an overview of how these components work together:
Figure 3: SchemaMapper Architecture
2.1.1 Visualization Component
This component is responsible for all the functions related to visualization of the entire schema 
mapping process. At present, one visualization method has been implemented for representing the 
schemas, which employs a hyperbolic tree representation. At any given time, two schemas can be 
opened for mapping, one local schema and one global schema. This terminology arises primarily 
from the ETANA-DL domain. A local schema denotes the schema for any new site from which 
data must be harvested into the Union Catalog. The global schema describes the data stored in the 
global ETANA database. Although the local schema can be in various formats, support for XML-
XML schema mapping has currently been implemented in the tool. In the future, this can be 
extended to allow database-XML schema mapping as well.
Five main colors are used for the entire process of visualization. The root node is represented in 
the color yellow, the leaf nodes in green, and the rest of the nodes (that are non-leaf nodes) are in 
orange. This makes it easy to distinguish among the different types of nodes. It is important to do 
so because direct mappings among nodes can be established only between leaf nodes since they
are the data-containing nodes. Non-leaf local nodes also can be mapped, but only if added as 
child nodes of global nodes. Also, one-to-one mappings and adding child node types of mappings
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8have been explored in the current prototype. Many-to-one and other complex mappings can be 
easily added in the future due to the flexible componentized architecture of SchemaMapper.
A convention has been established with respect to visualization of the schemas. The local schema 
always opens on the left window while the global schema is represented on the right. This 
distinction is made by using two separate open menu items to make it easy for the user. When the 
user clicks on a local schema node, it is highlighted in the color red. Immediately the 
recommended (corresponding) nodes in the global schema also are highlighted in red on the right.
A small table is maintained in the bottom panel to show current recommendations. This is useful 
especially in cases where several recommendations are made and some of those are hidden in the 
visual representation. The table provides a way to let the user know that more recommendations 
have been made than are visible in the viewing area.
Once the user is ready to map two nodes after selecting a node in the local schema, he can simply 
click on the node in the global schema that he wants to map to, and the mapping is done. At this 
point, the mapping is added to another table in the bottom panel called the mapping table, that 
keeps track of the mappings in the current session. Both of the mapped nodes change to purple at 
this point. Also, a color legend table is displayed at the bottom right section of the tool.
The user also is given the capability to undo mappings between nodes. Furthermore, this 
component provides visual capabilities to edit the global schema. The user can rename nodes in 
the global schema as well as delete nodes that he finds unnecessary. This feature is available only 
for the global schema because at no point will the local schema be edited. The local schema is 
only mapped to the global schema but not changed. Once done mapping, the user can save the 
mappings by using the menu option for the same. This action saves the mappings in the current 
session by generating an XSLT style sheet and automatically generates the data in the global 
XML format by using the local XML data file and the style sheet.
2.1.2 Recommendation Component
This component is responsible for making recommendations to the user to indicate the possible 
matches for a particular local schema node. This is the piece that introduces domain awareness in 
the tool. Several methods can be used to make recommendations based on the domain to which 
the schemas belong. This component can be very useful in cutting down mapping time for users. 
One recommendation algorithm has been implemented in the current prototype. It involves 
finding name-based matches of the local schema node in the global schema for making 
recommendations. This method of finding possible matches considers the user selected node in 
the local schema, finds possible name-based matches in the global schema, and returns a list of 
these possibilities to the visual component. The visual component then highlights these 
recommended nodes in the global schema view. It also displays a list of recommendations in the 
“Recommendation” table located in the bottom panel. This makes it easy for the user to view all 
possible recommendations at one go. The table view was important to incorporate because a 
situation may arise in which several nodes are recommended to the user. Although all these 
recommended nodes are highlighted in the global view, all of them might not be visible to the 
user. The table hence forms the point of interaction between the visualization component and the 
recommendation component. 
In this prototype, the given global schema is analyzed for finding appropriate recommendations. 
However, in the future, this will be extended to interact with a database as shown in the figure 
above to use saved mappings from previous sessions and make recommendations based on the 
history stored. This design of interactions between the visual component and recommendation 
9component as well as the flexibility of the latter makes it easily extensible to employ other 
recommendation techniques that involve communication with a database, thus increasing domain 
awareness capabilities.
2.1.3 Mapping Component
The mapping component is responsible for doing the mappings and for keeping track of them. As 
soon as the user establishes a mapping between two nodes, this component saves the information 
in its data structures. As shown in the architecture diagram above, the visualization component is 
responsible for communicating with the mapping component each time a mapping is established 
in order to update the information. This component also interacts with the XML generation 
component in order to create the data in the format that conforms to the global XML format once 
all the mappings have been made. In the future, support will be added for this component to store 
the mappings to a database for use in subsequent mapping sessions.
2.1.4 XML Generation Component
Once the mappings are done, the XML generation component creates an XSLT style sheet based 
on current mappings stored by the mapping component and the given local and global schemas. It 
then takes all the local data files and generates the global data files based on the style sheet.
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3. Users’ Manual
Given below are specific instructions on how to operate SchemaMapper. The screenshots referred 
to in this guide are available in Appendix A of this document.
1. The tool is packaged in a zip file called SchemaMapper.zip. Unzip it into any directory 
of your choice. To run the program, double click on the batch file named run.bat.
2. SchemaMapper Graphical User Interface:
1. Opening a local schema: (Screenshot 1)
Use the “Open Local Schema” menu item to open a new local schema. It will pop up a 
file selector dialog. After making a selection, click “Open”. The local schema will always 
appear on the left panel of the main window.
2. Opening a global schema: (Screenshot 1)
Similarly, use the “Open Global Schema” menu item to open a new global schema. After
making the selection from the file selector dialog box, click “Open”. The global schema 
will always load on the right panel of the main window.
3. Selecting nodes: (Screenshot 2)
To select a node in the local schema, simply left-click on it. It will highlight in red 
showing that it has been selected. As soon as a selection is made, the corresponding 
recommendations in the global schema also will be highlighted in red. The 
recommendations will be added to the “Recommendations” table in the bottom panel.
4. Mapping nodes: (Screenshot 3)
a. Select a local schema node you wish to map.
b. Left-click on a global schema node you wish to map to.
Once mapped, the color of the mapped nodes will change to purple and the mapping will 
be recorded in the mapping table on the bottom left corner as shown below.
5. To unmap nodes: (Screenshot 4)
a. Right click on the local schema node you want to unmap.
b. Select “Remove Mapping.”
6. Adding a local schema node as a child of a global schema node: (Screenshot 5)
Child nodes can be added only to non-leaf global schema nodes. Here is the procedure:
a. Select a local (leaf or non-leaf) schema node.
b. Select a non-leaf global schema node to map to. A dialog will appear asking 
whether you want to add the node as a child. Click “Yes” to confirm. The local
node along with all its children will be added if it is a non-leaf node as a child 
node of the global node selected, and also mapped.
7. Renaming nodes (allowed only in global schema): (Screenshot 6)
a. Right click on a node and select “Rename”.
b. Enter the new name and click “OK”.
8. Deleting a node (allowed only in global schema): (Screenshot 6)
a. Right click on a node.
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b. Select “Delete”.
9. Saving mappings: (Screenshot 7)
a. Select the Options menu item at the top.
b. Select “Save Mappings”.
This action will generate an XSLT style sheet in the same directory as the main project 
directory. It assumes that the local XML file is located in the same directory as well. The 
output file is generated in the same directory.
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4. Developers’ Manual
4.1 Functionality Implemented
The functions currently offered by the tool for the process of schema mapping are described 
below:
1. Loading schema files:
Currently, support for opening XML schema files (or XSD files) is available. An 
assumption is made that the global schema is always in XML format as is the case in 
ETANA-DL. Therefore, mapping between XML schemas has been implemented.
2. Mapping nodes:
A set of mapping rules have been established and are enforced during the process of 
mapping. These are:
- Only leaf nodes can be mapped directly to one another.
- A local non-leaf node can never be mapped to a global leaf node.
- A local non-leaf node can be added as a child to any global non-leaf node.
- A local leaf node can be added as a child to any global non-leaf node.
3. Recommendations:
Recommendations are made to the user in order to indicate what the possible matches 
might be in the global schema. Currently, these recommendations are based on analyzing 
the local and global schemas using a name-matching based algorithm. The user can 
choose to ignore recommendations if he does not like any of them and to pick a node of 
his own choosing to which to map the local node. Thus, the ultimate control lies in the 
hands of the user.
4. Unmapping nodes:
Support has been added to remove mappings between nodes that have been made in the 
current session.
5. Editing the global schema:
Editing is allowed only for global schemas as the local schema is only mapped to the 
global schema but never edited. Three main editing functions are provided which are: 
- Renaming nodes
- Deleting nodes
- Adding new nodes as children of existing global nodes
6. Saving mappings:
Once the user is done mapping the schemas, the mappings are saved in an XSLT style 
sheet.
7. Generating output XML data:
SchemaMapper generates the output XML data based on the local XML data and style 
sheet generated.
4.2 Implementation Details
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SchemaMapper has been implemented entirely in Java. The hyperbolic tree library used for 
visualizing the schemas is an open source library available for free academic use from 
sourceforge.net. Following is a description of each of the classes used:
4.2.1 schemaNode.java
This class manages the main data structure that stores schema information. Each schemaNode
object contains several data members for representing information about that node. This includes 
the name of the node, a pointer to the parent of the node, a vector of all the children of this node, 
the color to be used while visualizing this node, and a few other pieces of information such as 
whether the node is mapped, highlighted, or recommended. The entire schema is read into an 
instance of this structure at the very beginning when the user opens a new local schema. The 
global schema is read into another instance of this structure. These two object instances are used 
thereafter for the entire mapping process. The actual schema file is not referred to after this first 
step. This makes the functioning efficient as the objects are stored in memory. The structure of 
the schemaNode class is flexible enough so that it can be modified in the future to 
accommodate other possible pieces of information about different schemas, as and when required. 
Detailed information about each method in this class is available in the code comments and 
Javadocs.
4.2.2 schemaMapperGUI.java
This class contains all the visualization logic. It sets up the entire graphical user interface for the 
tool. An open source library called hypertree has been employed for visualizing the schemas 
as hyperbolic trees. This class contains the logic for loading schema files into the appropriate data 
structures for manipulation as well as visual use. It also acts as the driver for features such as 
renaming nodes, deleting nodes, making recommendations, mapping and unmapping nodes, and 
finally saving the mappings. The GUI logic populates the recommendation table each time new 
recommendations are made and clears out the old ones. It also takes care of updating the mapping 
and recommendation tables each time a mapping is complete. Thus, this class is responsible for 
making calls to the recommendation component and the mapping component. In essence, it glues 
together the different components and acts as the driver for the entire mapping process.
4.2.3 MappingComponent.java
This class contains the data structures for storing mappings. It stores the mappings in a 
hashtable and provides accessor and mutator methods for the data members to keep track of 
the mappings. This class can be extended in the future for database connectivity to store 
mappings across various sessions. It interacts with the XML generation components in order to 
create the style sheets and the global XML data files.
4.2.4 RecommendationComponent.java
This class contains the logic for making recommendations. Currently, one method of making 
recommendations has been implemented. This method is the name-based recommendation
method. It analyzes the global schema for possible name matches for the selected local schema 
node and returns a list of possibilities in the form of a vector to schemaMapperGUI.java. The 
GUI then highlights the corresponding nodes in the global schema in red, as well as adds the 
recommendations to the table in the bottom panel. In the future this can be extended to 
accommodate other types of recommendation algorithms.
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4.2.5 Xsltgen.java
Once the user has finished mapping the schemas and selects the “Save Mappings” menu item, a 
call to an instance of this class is made. It generates an XSLT style sheet describing the mappings 
in the current session, by referring to the mapping component object. It then invokes and 
instantiates the XSLTStreamTest.java class and generates all of the global XML files, based on 
the local XML files.
4.2.6 XSLTStreamTest.java
This class is instantiated by the Xsltgen.java class and used to generate the global data. It makes 
the assumption that all of the local XML data files are stored in the same directory as the project 
directory. It generates the global XML data files by making use of the XSLT style sheet 
generated by the Xsltgen class as well as the local XML files. The data created by this component 
thus conforms to the global schema. The Xsltgen.java and XSLTStreamTest.java classes together 
form the XML generation component, a key part in the architecture of SchemaMapper.
For Developers: Further code details and descriptions of all the class methods are located in the 
Java files as well as Javadocs.
4.3 Suggested Improvements
This tool is a prototype developed as a proof of concept for doing schema mapping using 
techniques that had not been explored by schema mapping tools before. Its architecture is flexible 
and componentized, therefore making it easily extensible, for additional functionality and 
enhancements. Following is a list of improvements recommended for the tool, based on 
suggestions received as well as pilot test results:
1. Saving the global schema file:
SchemaMapper presently generates an XSLT style sheet when mappings are saved, which is 
then used to create the global XML files based on the local XML files. A necessary addition 
to the tool is the capability to save an edited global schema file. This can be implemented by 
modifying the schemaNode class. Schema information is first read into a DOM object which 
is analyzed and used to populate the schemaNode object. If schemaNode is modified to 
extend the DOM node object itself, the feature to save the global schema can be added easily.
2. User interface improvements:
a. Tooltip currently displays only the name of the node on a mouse-over event. It can be 
extended to include other information about the node such as the node type, sample 
values, and so on. This can be done by modifying the hyperbolic tree library code to 
fetch information other than just the name, and to include it while visualizing the 
tooltip.
b. The mapping table in the bottom left corner can be improved so that when a user 
clicks on a mapping, the hyperbolic trees reorient themselves to reveal those 
particular mapped nodes if they are hidden at that point in time. This can be done by 
capturing the mouse click event on a cell of the table, fetching the value in that cell,
and sending an appropriate mouse-event to the hyperbolic tree library code to 
reorient the tree and bring that particular node in focus.
c. The recommendation table also can be improved by allowing the user to click on a 
particular recommendation in the table and by reorienting the global hyperbolic tree 
to reveal that specific recommendation. This way, if a recommended node is hidden, 
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the user can bring it into focus. The procedure for this enhancement is the same as in
the previous case.
d. The sizes of the hyperbolic trees currently are not affected by the size of the 
computer monitor being used. This can be fixed by modifying the hyperbolic tree 
library code to use the screen size information instead of having a fixed size.
e. When a node is renamed, some sort of indication can be incorporated in that node so 
that the user can look and remember which node was renamed. This can be achieved 
by adding a visual attribute to the renamed node. This helps the user keep track of 
edits to the global schema.
f. Similarly, when a node is added as a child of a global node, an indication to the user 
of the same would be useful. Then, the user can keep track of what information has 
changed in the global schema. Currently, no indication is given, which can be
disorienting to the user.
g. Enabling double-clicking for renaming a global node can prove to be a shortcut for 
this purpose. This can be implemented by capturing a double-click event.
3. Further editing capabilities for the global schema:
a. Sometimes, users might want to reorganize the global schema. Capability can be 
added to move an existing node in the global schema to another location within the 
schema. This can be achieved by deleting the selected node from its parent node and 
adding it as a child of the new node selected by the user, according to where he wants 
to put the node.
b. Allowing selection of multiple nodes in both local and global schemas can be useful. 
This is because a user might want to add a bunch of nodes in the local schema as 
children of a particular node in the global schema. Currently, the user can only do 
this one by one. In the global schema, a scenario where this might be useful is when 
the user wants to delete several nodes at the same time.
c. Adding a new node in the global schema is a useful feature. This can be achieved by 
allowing the user to create a new node as a child of a global node. The new node 
must be added to the corresponding global schemaNode object in the correct location,
which can be obtained by capturing the mouse-click event.
4. Database connectivity:
Another necessary feature is the ability to store mapping history across several sessions in 
one location. Currently, mappings are stored in the form of an XSLT style sheet. This method 
will generate a different XSLT style sheet for each mapping session. Future recommendation 
algorithms will refer to mapping history stored across many sessions. Searching through these 
XSLT files for this purpose is not only troublesome but also highly inefficient. A better way 
is to connect to a database and store all the mappings in tables so that in the future the 
database can be simply queried to look for mappings. This way, all the mappings will be 
stored in one location. This functionality can easily be achieved by having the mapping 
component connect to a database and by storing the mappings from each session.
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5. User Evaluations
An experiment was set up for evaluating the prototype. The primary focus of the user evaluations 
revolved around usefulness of such a mapping tool with domain awareness, and comparison with 
existing mapping tools (specifically MapForce™) for measuring ease of use and usefulness of 
features.
5.1 Experimental Set-up
Two tools were used to perform the tasks, SchemaMapper and MapForce. Six users were 
employed as subjects for the experiment. One user out of these was the pilot tester for the tool. 
Therefore, quantitative measures were not considered for this user. Timings and number of scrolls
were measured for all the other users for the first benchmark task. The schemas used were real 
examples taken from ETANA-DL. The local schema was called cemetery.xsd, which described 
pottery data from a cemetery site. The mapping target was the ETANA-DL global schema. Four 
out of all the users were familiar with ETANA-DL and the schemas involved in the same, while 
the other two were not. This provided a good sampling because familiarity with the schemas and 
knowledge of existing nodes could be accounted for in the tests. Another factor that helped 
reduce user bias is that three of the users were well versed with using MapForce while the other 
three were not.
Three benchmark tasks were provided to the users for performing the evaluations. The first task 
required the users to map six nodes in the local schema to nodes specified in the global schema 
using MapForce first and then SchemaMapper. The second one required them to rename a node 
in the global schema using both tools. The last task required using only SchemaMapper, and had 
the users add a node in the local schema as a child of a node in the global schema. Then, they had 
to rename a specified node and map four nodes. Thus the benchmark tasks ensured that all the 
primary functionality provided by SchemaMapper was evaluated. Table 1 summarizes the tasks 
assigned to the users:
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Table 1: Benchmark Task Details
Task no. Benchmark Task Instruction Details
BM 1 Direct mapping of nodes
The users were asked to use MapForce first 
and open the pottery (local) schema and the 
ETANA (global) schema. This version of 
the global schema was already edited to 
contain nodes from the pottery schema so 
that direct mappings could be established 
without requiring the users to edit the global 
schema. They were asked to map directly 
the following nodes:
ObjectType 
PotteryImageURL 
OwnerID
Volume
Collection
Height
They were then asked to repeat this task 
using SchemaMapper.
BM 2 Renaming a node
The users were asked to use MapForce first 
and then SchemaMapper, and to rename the 
node called VOLUME to VOL.
BM 3
Adding a local schema node as a 
child of a global schema node
Users were required to use only 
SchemaMapper for this task. They were 
asked to open the local pottery schema and 
the old ETANA schema that did not contain 
pottery information. They were then asked 
to add the local schema node named 
Pottery_Attributes as a child of the global 
schema node OBJECT. Thereafter, they 
were instructed to rename Pottery_Attributes 
to POTTERY. Finally, they were asked to 
map the following nodes directly from the 
local schema to the global schema:
ObjectType
PotteryImageURL
OwnerID
Volume
5.2 Results
5.2.1 Quantitative Results
Based on the first quantitative measure, all users took more time to complete the first task using 
MapForce than SchemaMapper. They found the action of using lines to join nodes for mapping in 
MapForce harder to use than simple clicks in SchemaMapper. Another quantitative measure was 
the number of times they had to scroll to find nodes in MapForce versus the number of times they 
had to reorient the hyperbolic trees in SchemaMapper. Every user scrolled many more times in 
MapForce than they reoriented the hyperbolic trees in SchemaMapper except for one user (User 
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2). However, this user was not able to complete the task and hence did not scroll at all in 
MapForce. This user declared the task as complete after mapping only 3 out of the 6 nodes 
required for BM1 in both tools. Overall, the mapping process took more time in MapForce than in 
SchemaMapper. Thus, when comparing SchemaMapper with MapForce, the quantitative results 
were surprisingly positive. Table 2 summarizes the quantitative results from the experiment. 
Quantitative data was available only for BM1.
It should be noted, however, that some of the advantage observed for SchemaMapper might be a 
result of learning, since MapForce was worked with first. Future experiments should adjust for 
possible learning effects by having an equal number of cases where MapForce was second.
Table 2: Quantitative Results Raw Data
Task User
Time using 
MapForce
(seconds)
Time using 
SchemaMapper
(seconds)
Number of 
scrolls using 
MapForce
Number of 
reorient actions 
using 
SchemaMapper
BM1 User 1 4.22 1.53 16 5
BM1 User 2 3.13 1.25 0 3
BM1 User 3 1.38 1.25 12 2
BM1 User 4 3.48 2.00 10 3
BM1 User 5 1.45 1.22 10 2
5.2.2 Qualitative Results
Each user was given a questionnaire at the end of each task. All users strongly preferred the 
ability of SchemaMapper to allow editing from within the same tool. MapForce required them to 
edit the schema in a different tool and then come back and reopen the schema in MapForce to 
continue mapping. Also, most users found the amount of scrolling involved in finding nodes in 
MapForce annoying and preferred to use the hyperbolic tree navigation technique offered by 
SchemaMapper. Providing recommendations to the user proved to be very useful and strongly 
preferred by them. Users were able to save time looking for nodes in the global schema to map to,
by using the recommendations. That was the main time saver for mapping nodes. However, the 
quality of the recommendations themselves and of the mappings has yet to be evaluated.
Another surprising result was that although until now hyperbolic trees have never been used for 
the purpose of schema mapping, users were not confused by the hyperbolic tree representation. 
They all liked the fact that it can show more of the data at one time on the screen. Users also gave 
positive feedback about using colors to denote mappings rather than lines going across the 
schemas. One negative feedback some users provided was that although the full name of a node 
in the hyperbolic tree was provided as a tooltip, the truncated names displayed as node labels 
proved to be a little confusing and were the cause for some errors while mapping. Table 3 
summarizes the qualitative results:
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Table3: Qualitative Results Summary
SchemaMapper 
Feature
Positive Feedback Negative Feedback
Recommendations
 Finding correct matches for nodes is 
easier and very convenient.
 Mapping process is made much faster
and more streamlined.
 Rated as very useful feature by all 
users.
 Hyperbolic tree view 
makes it harder to 
view all 
recommendations at 
one time.
Use of color and 
mapping table to 
indicate mapped nodes 
vs. lines in MapForce
 Useful having no lines across the two 
screens. Keeps the screen uncluttered.
 Use of a different color for mapped 
nodes very useful.
None
Ability to edit global 
schema from within 
SchemaMapper vs. use 
of a different tool 
(XML Spy) while 
using MapForce
 Very convenient to edit from within the 
same tool.
 Saves time.
 Deleting and renaming nodes easy to 
perform.
 Method for adding a 
child in global 
schema not so 
intuitive.
 No way to view 
earlier changes made 
within current 
session.
Navigating schemas 
 Easier to navigate using hyperbolic tree.
 Requires far less scrolling than linear 
tree.
 Hyperbolic tree representation not 
confusing.
 Better visual overview with hyperbolic 
trees.
 Hyperbolic tree does 
not allow collapsing 
of nodes that are not 
being considered.
 Hides some node 
names. Truncation 
of names can cause 
errors.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
Judging from the results of initial evaluations described above, the development of 
SchemaMapper as a prototype for an intelligent schema mapping tool has proved to be a very
fruitful experience. Although several schema mapping tools are available today, most of the tools 
are commercial and expensive to purchase. This report also has described some of their 
disadvantages; these SchemaMapper has tried to overcome, and will continue to improve upon.
Some takeaway observations from this experience are:
 Schema mapping is a process that is significantly more effective when done visually 
rather than through programming. Users prefer visual tools for this purpose over writing a 
program to map two schemas. It saves them time and effort, and also reduces the number 
of errors.
 Visualization of the schema mapping process can be improved many fold. Observations 
and testimonials gathered during the experiments revealed that most people rarely look 
back at nodes they have finished mapping. Hence the use of lines to show mappings is 
not very useful. In fact, it is confusing to have the lines in some cases and can be avoided.
The use of colors to denote mappings was effective.
 The feasibility of making recommendations to the user for the mapping process, so it will 
be more efficient, has been demonstrated. Also, it has been observed during experiments 
that this is a very useful feature and will be used extensively if provided to users.
 Large amounts of scrolling is very irritating for users. They would prefer to avoid 
scrolling schemas vertically if alternate mechanisms are provided.
6.2 Future Work
SchemaMapper can be extended in functionality in the future. The flexibility of its architecture 
makes it easy to incorporate new features. Some of these have been brainstormed and are 
suggested below:
1. Additional methods for recommendation:
Different types of techniques may be used to make recommendations to the user by 
implementing different recommendation algorithms. Additional methods may be explored 
and added to the recommendation component. An extra benefit could be achieved by 
allowing the user to load a dictionary of domain specific words into the tool so that 
recommendations can be made based on those as well. The user also may be given the option 
to choose from among a pool of recommendation techniques. 
2. Additional mapping capabilities:
Further mapping capabilities can be added to the tool for allowing many-to-one mappings as 
well as more complex mappings that require concatenation or mathematical operators. The 
ETANA domain has not required this feature until now. However, it might be useful in the 
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future when additional archaeological sites are added, or when this tool is used in a different 
domain.
3. Support for mapping other types of mappings:
In the current prototype, XML-to-XML schema mapping has been implemented. 
SchemaMapper can be extended in the future to support database schema mappings as well as 
metadata schema mappings.
4. Other visualization options:
Another feature that might prove useful is the capability of using different views from within 
the same tool. As of now, the schemas are visualized only as hyperbolic trees. Other types of 
visualizations such as linear tree visualizations can be incorporated as options to the user. 
This feature is also useful for performing future evaluations to measure the effectiveness of 
schema mapping using different types of visualizations.
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Appendix A: Screenshots for Users’ Manual
Screen shot 1: Opening a local/global schema
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Screen shot 2: Selecting nodes
Screen shot 3: Mapping nodes
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Screen shot 4: Unmapping nodes
Screen shot 5: Adding a local node as a child of a global node
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Screen shot 6: Renaming / Deleting Nodes
Screen shot 7: Saving mappings
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Appendix B: Benchmark Tasks and Survey
Task 1: (Using MapForce)
Open the Pottery local schema (cemetery.xsd) and the ETANA global schema (ETANA 1.1.xsd). 
Please provide local.xml as the local xml file if prompted for one.
Map the following local schema nodes to appropriate global schema nodes
 ObjectType
 PotteryImageURL
 OwnerID
 Volume
 Collection
 Height
Task 1: (Using Schema Mapper)
Open the Pottery local schema (cemetery.xsd) and the ETANA global schema (ETANA 1.1 xsd).
Map the following local schema nodes to appropriate global schema nodes
 ObjectType
 PotteryImageURL
 OwnerID
 Volume
 Collection
 Height
Question for task 1:
For such kind of tasks involving simple schema mapping do you prefer MapForce or 
SchemaMapper, why? (Please use the other side of the page if space is insufficient)
Task 2: (Using MapForce)
Open the Pottery local schema (cemetery.xsd) and the ETANA global schema (ETANA 1.1 xsd). 
Rename node name VOLUME in the global schema to VOL.
Task 2: (Using SchemaMapper)
Open the Pottery local schema (cemetery.xsd) and the ETANA global schema (ETANA 1.1 xsd). 
Rename node name VOLUME in the global schema to VOL.
Question for task 2: 
Do you prefer being able to edit the schema from within the mapping tool or do you prefer having 
a separate tool for editing purposes.
Task 3: (Only for SchemaMapper)
Open the Pottery local schema (cemetery.xsd) and the old ETANA global schema 
(etanaGlobalOld.xsd). Add the PotteryAttributes node in the local as a child of the Object node in 
the Global. Rename PotteryAttributes to POTTERY.
Now map
 ObjectType
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 PotteryImageURL
 OwnerID
 Volume
Question for task 3:
We presently support adding local schema nodes as a child, deleting and renaming nodes, do you 
see any other features that may be required for editing purposes? (Please use other side is 
insufficient)
General Questions for SchemaMapper:
Do you prefer the approach of SchemaMapper of generating recommendations for mapping? 
Why or why not?
Did you like the hyperbolic tree representation of the schemas or did you find it confusing? Why 
or why not?
